
Scottish Target Shooting plans to

roll out 1,000 Digital Membership

Cards by the end of 2023

In a bid to continually enhance and modernise

the membership experience, JustGo launched

the Digital Wallet in late 2022.

Scottish Target Shooting, the governing body

for Target Shooting in Scotland, is one of the

early adopters of JustGo's Digital Wallet

technology. With a focus on serving its diverse

range of members from grassroots to Olympic

and Paralympic level, the Digital Wallet offers

an ef�cient way to access up to date member

identity, membership validity, and securely

store key auditable credentials. The large

number of members served by Scottish Target

Shooting will greatly bene�t from going

digital with their membership cards.

Reimagined

STS have an ef�cient,

dynamic and

sustainable way to

manage their

membership cards!

The Digital Wallet is having a signi�cant impact

No more more expensive,

disposable plastic to clutter

your wallet or damage the
planet.

Quick and easy to

download straight into

your Apple or Google

wallet.

Guarantee real-time

data synced directly

from your member's

pro�le.

Taking Membership
Cards Digital
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http://www.justgo.com/digitalwallet/


JustGo Digital Wallet is an 

environmentally friendly and

fully branded online solution,

with no risks of additional cost

and clutter. 

SOLUTION

Traditional plastic membership

cards can have a negative impact

on the environment, especially

with the need to produce hundreds

of cards for all members.

CHALLENGES

JustGo's Digital Wallet supports the

dynamic display of member

information, updating new

qualifications and skills from the

member's profile in real-time.

Members can directly download

their Digital Wallet to their phones, 

eliminating the risk of lost cards

and the need to repurchase.

for your membership cards, 

e-tickets, and credential pass

requirements

An Integrated
Solution

Traditional plastic cards require

frequent replacements due to

outdated information, leading to

time-consuming and resource-

intensive processes.

Producing membership cards can

be a challenging task due to

logistic complexities and costs of

printing and delivery.

Our Digital Wallet offers the

flexibility for any requirements such

as  verifying identity, e-tickets, and

conducting safeguarding checks.

Due to limited space, traditional

membership cards primarily

serve the singular purpose of

identifying members.
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Share, engage and
grow with JustGo

The Digital Wallet is a convenient and

versatile solution for organisations such

as Scottish Target Shooting, functioning

as a multi-purpose scannable

membership card. Its versatility allows it

to be further utilised as an access pass,

credential pass, and much more. Its ease

of use opens up endless possibilities and

we eagerly look forward to seeing its

continued use within our community.

Here's what Oliver Barsby, Chief Operating Of�cer, has to say:

“STS has a close, positive working

relationship with JustGo and has a track
record of being at the forefront of trialing

new systems. We were keen to re-introduce
membership cards after COVID restrictions

eased but wanted to do this in a way that

was kinder to the environment, better
utilised staff time and was more cost-

effective. JustGo’s Digital Wallet presented us
with this opportunity via a system we already

utilised for membership services and our

members already had some familiarity with.”
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